Winston Wu vs. Typical East Asians/Orientals: Differences and Similarities
Below are my traits vs. the general traits of East Asians and Orientals (Chinese, Japanese, Koreans). These
traits do not apply to all East Asians of course, but in my experience, I would say most of them possess most of
the traits below, including Asian Americans. Please do not accuse me of generalizing, as over 99 percent of
East Asians are conformists who strive to be ALIKE, not different. So in that sense, they already “generalize
themselves”. Besides, how many Asians do you know who would compile a list like this? Most likely none.

Differences
Winston Wu

Typical East Asians (Taiwanese, Japanese, Koreans)

Good with concepts, ideas, possibilities
Broad minded, insightful, sees the big picture
Driven by truth and passion, open and direct
Enjoys intelligent conversation, thoughts and ideas
Passionate, romantic, soulful, imaginative
Freethinker, thinks for himself, intellectual
Measures life by richness of experiences
Works to live, lives for passion and expression
Knowledgeable about many topics and concepts
Has many interests and passions in life
Hates slavery and getting tied down, freebird by nature
Unaffected by bad grades by power of choice
Follows heart as the path to true happiness
Rich inner life with many interests and passions
Lives for variety in experiences and adventures
Job and marriage = loss of freedom, tied down
Freespirit, needs freedom and unimpeded creativity
Thrives on variety in all things, curious
Interested in spiritual/mystical pursuits
Open, friendly, sociable, talkative exterior
Playful, flirtatious, carefree, expressive
Extroverted, open, sociable, chats up strangers easily
Direct, upfront, assertive, articulate, outgoing
Uses positive reinforcement to motivate others
Uses inspiration to help and improve others
Stands up to adversaries in the name of justice
Holds truth to be the highest authority
Does not care what others think, holds truth as highest
Attuned to right brain creativity and concepts
Prefers to socialize with opposite sex at parties
Prefers cats over dogs and bonds with them better
Enjoys a variety of different ethnic cuisine
- Uniqueness is special and wonderful in and of
itself, worthy of admiration and praise
- Views conforming to the system as slavery, mind
control and herd mentality that dumbs you down and
turns you into a robot living in fear, weakness and
low vibrational consciousness

Good with practical materialistic things and math
Narrow minded, rigid mentality and attitude
Driven by fear and conformity, closed and indirect
Intelligent only in conventional practical areas
Repressed, robotic, stiff, stern, rigid, nonexpressive
No independent free thought, not intellectual
Measures life by career, work, productivity, assets
Lives to work, workaholic, works 6 or 7 day a week
Only concerned with simple practical matters
Interested in food, work and family, not intellectual
Prefers slavery, wants to be tied down
Bad grades cause guilt, shame and disgrace
Follows what is practical/realistic, sees heart as idle
Empty inside, tries to fill it with workaholic lifestyle
Lives for commitment and familiar routines
Job and marriage = stability, structure, purpose
Seeks purpose and safety in stable structured routines
Thrives on routine and stability, even in slavery
Interested in materialistic matters, no spiritual outlook
Closed, cold, strict, prudish, uptight, stern exterior
Inhibited, strict, stern, upright, nonexpressive
Introverted, closed to strangers, conservative
Indirect, subtle, shy, poor communication skills
Uses negative reinforcement to condition children
Induces guilt, weakness and fear to control workers
Parents teach you to fear your adversaries and yield
Holds that authority, majority and conformity = truth
Cares what others think and lives in fear of it
Dominated and limited by left-brained thinking
Prefers to socialize with same gender at parties
Prefers dogs, hates cats and sees them as useless
Prefers eating Chinese food everyday
- Uniqueness has no value unless accompanied by
material success and benefits
- Views conforming to the system as a practical
and safe means to a functioning life that ensures
stability, harmony, status, security and prosperity
for one’s life and family

Similarities
Frugal, Hates wasting money, Likes to save, Loves getting bargains at steal prices, Picky about little things,
Perfectionistic, Self-deprecating, Self-critical, Refined taste, Delicate, Sensitive, Gentle, Caring, Empathetic,
Strong conscience, Strong family values, Easily annoyed, Quick tempered, Jumpy, High strung

